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Bedikat Chametz When You Won’t be Home
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Many people leave before the 14th of Nissan (the night that immediately precedes Pesach) and are thus unable to search for Chametz at its
proper time. The first Mishna in Pesachim declares that on the night of
the 14th one searches for Chametz. The Talmud (Pesachim 6a) deals
with one who leaves his house prior to the 14th of Nissan:
One who embarks on a sea voyage or joins a departing caravan
more than thirty days before Pesach need not destroy the chametz
[in his house], but one who leaves less than thirty days before Pesach must remove the chametz [in his house].
While the Talmud is insistent that one who leaves less than 30 days
before Pesach must check his house for Chametz, it does not mention
whether one fulfills the Mitzvah or not. This ambiguity inspires two potential understandings:
1. The mitzvah to check for Chametz begins 30 days before Pesach; its ideal time however is on the night of the 14th as that is
the last moment when all Chametz can be in the house.
2. There is only a mitzvah to check on the night of the 14th of Nissan. There is no excuse not to check within 30 days before
since one will be nonetheless involved in the pre-Passover
preparations.
The most obvious ramification to this question is whether one would
recite a blessing on the Bedikah when checking before the 14th. According to the first understanding, since the mitzvah begins already 30 days
before, one would recite the blessing. According to the second understanding, there would be no reason to recite a blessing, as you are not
fulfilling a mitzvah.
(Continued on page 10)
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www.yiplainview.com
The Shul email – yip@yiplainview.com
The Rabbi’s email – rabbi@yiplainview.com
The President’s email – president@yiplainview.com
Mail addressed to the Rabbi, president, treasurer, or MALI is
received and read within a reasonable amount of time. All other mail
should be mailed directly to the recipient to insure it is read in a timely
fashion. For example, all Sisterhood mail must be mailed to the home
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(Calendar, Mishloach Manot, Wine, Siddurim & Chumashim, etc.).
Information about where to direct your mail is usually included in the
flyers.
Thank you for your cooperation.

The Shaliach
Meryl Altabet Fried: Editor
yipshaliach@gmail.com
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President's Pen
Dear fellow congregants,
I believe I speak for the majority of the population in the eastern seaboard of the United
States, when I say thankfully spring is upon us. This winter was another harsh reminder that
we often succumb to nature’s weather patterns over which we have no control.
The weather, world events, and our own personal lives can “turn on a dime” and that’s
one of the lessons of the Purim story, whereby, an anti-Semitic tyrant, Haman, rises to a high
level of authority, plots to kill the Jews, and is himself hanged on the gallows he intended for
the Jewish leader, Mordechai. The story begins when King Ahasuerus begins dethroning his
own recalcitrant queen, decreeing that men should rule in their own house — and yet ends the
story by doing exactly what his new queen, Esther, tells him to do.
Adherence to our faith and the support of our community are the constants that have anchored us through the ages. The beauty of our community in Plainview is that we are such
strong practitioners of the principles of communal support.
Brian Berns
President

Seforim Dedication
YIP Sisterhood is pleased to continue to offer you the opportunity to purchase and donate Siddurim,
Chumashim, Tehillim and Megillos. Books can be purchased to memorialize or honor a friend or family
member. At the same time, your donation allows the shul to continue to add brand new books to the
shelves. The books are inscribed with a personalized message, and the family or
friend is notified of your donation. Please note our newest book, for Tisha B’av.
RCA Artscroll Siddur
$36
Artscroll Stone Chumash
$54
Artscroll Tehillim (Hardcover)
$25
Artscroll Book of Megillos (Hardcover)
$25
Judaica PressTisha B’Av Compendium - Tefillot & Kinot (Hardcover) $40
Questions or requests, please contact
Liz Vilkas at 931-6848 or email at
Vilkasmd@aol.com.
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MALI News
A few weeks ago the Mikveh Association had a wonderful event at YIP to kick off a new year
of the MALI 365 Club, our initiative to help sustain our Mikveh every single day. Nearly 100
people enjoyed dinner and the musical talents of Jonathan Shlagbaum and Aryeh Kunstler.
We gratefully appreciate the support of the following members who have already joined the
365 Club for 2014:
Sharon & Steve Albert
Aaron & Ilana Blackman
Ann & Larry Cohn
Debbie Eisenstadt
Lisa & Yonah Feldman
Marlene & Stu Horowitz
Ruth & Roni Lorbert
Debbie & Eddie Simpser
Rabbi Elie & Avital Weissman

Janet & Yonni Akhavan
Meryl & Aaron Chaitovsky
Aliza & Asher Diamond
Ariane & Robbie Eisman
Ellen & Yisrael Goldstein
Shani & David Kaufman
Alissa & Avi Ossip
Rochelle & Louis Sroka
Sandy & Barry Zweigbaum

Farnaz & Charles Berokhim
Linda & David Chusid
Suri Gotowner & Ed Ehrlich
Ronnie & Jeff Eisman
Sara & Howie Grun
Ellen & Neil Levine
Diane & Howard Rabin
Sharon & Jonathan Stochel

It’s not too late to join. For a just a dollar a day, you have the tremendous chesed of helping
to support one of our community’s most important institutions.
We are happy to announce the launch of our web site at www.limikveh.org, where you will
find everything you need to know about our Mikveh including the latest news & upcoming
events.
Please save the date, Sunday morning, May 4th for our 16th Mikveh Breakfast, this year marking a major milestone—the Bat Mitzvah celebration of the Mikveh’s opening. We are
pleased to announce our most deserving honorees: Diane and Howard Rabin, who have
been active leaders of the Mikveh Association for many years and Chavera Ne’Emana, Sally
Neuhaus who has served as treasurer for nearly a decade. Please consider helping out on
one of the committees for this event (program, journal, raffle prizes, etc.) and contact us to
volunteer.
Thank you for your support,
Ruth Lorbert and Janet Akhavan
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We want to express our deepest thanks to our community and our friends for your support, kindness and generosity during the week of shiva for our mom. We have always known how special the Young Israel of Plainview is,
but after the outpouring of love, meals, coming to minyan in
tough snow storms, and practically 24X7 care of us and our
family, we can only say thank you and thank Hashem for
blessing us with this wonderful community.
The Feldstein and Last families

My family and I would like to
thank the Plainview community for
their outpouring of love and support during our recent sorrow.
We should share only simchas
with all of you in the future.
Alan Fromm
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FROM YOUR YIP EDUCATION COMMITTEE
WEEKLY TORAH PORTION SUPPLEMENTAL READING/LEARNING
This is a reminder that we have a nice wood table in the main lobby with the Parsha handouts.
Each week we hope to provide supplemental insights into the Torah reading for that Shabbat.
You will find parsha insights from Menachem Leibtag and a compilation of many thoughts – titled Likutei
Torah.
If you already a fan and don’t want to wait until Shabbat, you can access these thoughts at
www.tanach.org and http://torah.saadia.info/
In addition, you will find a parsha insight shared by a YIP family.
Each week a different member of our YIP family will contribute a thought or two about the parsha.
No doubt some contributions will reflect sophisticated thoughts and others will reflect the initial insights of
children. As readers, some weeks we will feel enriched intellectually and other weeks enriched with pride in
the growth and development of Torah study in our extended family.
While we anticipate publishing a compilation of our family Torah insights, the primary goal of this project, of
course, is to encourage the expansion and continuity of Torah study in our community.
We should all take pride in the sincerity and commitment of our collective efforts.
All family parsha thoughts are also distributed via email and the full collection is updated weekly and available at http://www.yiplainview.com/parsha.html.
VACANCIES – we still have some parshiot that have not been assigned to a YIP family.
If you are interested please see or reach out to Avi Ossip ossipa@yahoo.com.
BULLETIN BOARDS DISPLAYING YOUTH AND EDUCATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
The YIP Family parsha insight will also be displayed in our two glass-enclosed bulletin boards.
These displays can be found in the hallway outside the Beit Midrash and the vestibule at the Oak Drive entrance.
UPCOMING EDUCATION EVENTS
March 7-8 – Mr. Jeremy Bob – Legal affairs correspondent for The Jerusalem Post
March 28 - 29 – Rebbetzin Avital Weissman – Yoetzet Halacha weekend
April 27 – Yom Hashoah movie (Nicky’s Family) & guest speaker {at HANC Plainview}
May 4 – Sunday morning – Ms. Erica Brown – noted author & educator

The Shaliach
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(Continued from page 1)

Similarly connected is the question of the use of Bedikah accoutrements. If we view the prefourteenth Bedikah as a mitzvah, one would be required to use the candle, feather, etc. If it is just a
reflection of responsibility as implied by the second understanding, one could potentially use a
flashlight and a dust-buster.
Finally, there is the question of ideal. Is it preferable to check on one’s own before the 14th or
to appoint/hire a messenger to check on one’s behalf on the Halachikally appointed night? If we
view the mitzvah as extending to 30 days before the holiday then it would be preferable to do the
mitzvah on one’s own. However, if we view the mitzvah as existing only on the night of the 14th
then it would be preferable to appoint a messenger to search on erev Pesach.
Practically, the Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 436:1) seems to assume the second option and
thus prefers that one appoint someone to check one’s home on the night of the 14th. If you are unable to check on the night of the 14th, you may check before hand, without reciting a beracha. Ideally, even if one has searched earlier, one should recite the nullification (bitul) of Chametz at the
proper time on the morning of erev Pesach. Similarly, you should appoint someone to burn your
Chametz before Pesach if you cannot do it yourself.
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YOUNG ISRAEL
OF
PLAINVIEW

CEMETERY PLOTS AT WELLWOOD CEMETERY ARE STILL
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE THROUGH THE YOUNG ISRAEL OF
PLAINVIEW.
EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE PLOTS AT THE YOUNG ISRAEL PRICE.
WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXTEND
OUR OFFER TO YOUR FRIENDS OUTSIDE THE YIP COMMUNITY
AT A SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICE.
CALL SHERRI MALC FOR DETAILS AT 933-2768.
THANK YOU,
SHERRI MALC
ALVIN SMILOW
BARRY ZWEIGBAUM
THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
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Sisterhood Spotlight
We greet the month of Adar with joy in anticipation of Purim. The hero of this holiday is a
woman. Esther is brave and strong. She puts the well-being of others before her own and is guided
by her faith in Hashem. She does not give up, and her faith and hard work are rewarded when the
Jewish people are saved from destruction at the hand of Haman.
We look to the actions of Esther and the other brave women throughout Jewish history as our
role models. We are fortunate to be a part of a community where the feeling of responsibility to others is strong and heartfelt. Each member of the Young Israel of Plainview Sisterhood shares their
time and their creativity, giving of themselves for the better of others. Like Esther, they know that
the actions of the few can greatly benefit the many.
YIP Sisterhood is always looking to continue this effort and welcome all who would like to join
us.
Sandra Katz and Deborah Plutzer – Co-Presidents

From the Desk of Avital Weissman
This first year of serving as the Yoetzet Halacha for the Young Israel of Plainview Sisterhood
has been both an exciting and rewarding experience. I have had the opportunity to introduce my position and discuss my role and the opportunities that now exist for our community.
We’ve had wonderful turnouts for my classes on Mikvah preparation and the Halachik issues
that relate to menopause. In addition, I conducted a refresher course on the laws of Family Purity,
which allowed for women of all background levels to better understand this Mitzvah. Recently, I have
also begun a discussion group with the teenage girls in our community to give them an opportunity to
ask questions and discuss halacha and Judaism in an environment of openness and understanding.
As a Yoetzet, I also answer questions that individual women have regarding the laws of Niddah
and family purity. I am, to date, averaging approximately 15-20 questions per month. While most of
the questions come from our Plainview community, not all of them do. I have gotten questions from
women as far away as Israel and London, and as close by as Plainview and Dix Hills. I was recently a
featured speaker at the Five Towns Women’s Health and Halacha Day. Our Yoetzet program, aside
from being both fulfilling and inspiring, serves also as a valuable window into our community
In the near future, I look forward to being part of the International Shabbat Yoetzet Halacha,
with our community, Plainview, being one of the hosts on March 29th of this unique event.
Additionally, I will continue giving shiurim and leading discussion groups, as well as answering
questions. If you have a specific topic in mind, please let me know! For any questions or comments,
you can reach me at yoetzet@yiplainview.com.
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K IDDUSH / S HUL C ALENDAR
MARCH 2014
OCTOBER 2014
10/18/2014 KAUFMAN (SAM’S BAR MITZVAH)
3/8/2014 ROOS AUFRUF KIDDUSH (SEAN AND ELI)
3/22/2014 HILL AUFRUF (JOSHUA AND LIAT)
3/29/2014 EISMAN AUFRUF KIDDUSH (MICHAEL AND ELANA) SEPTEMBER 2015
9/5/2015 SCHWARTZ, RHONDA (LIANA'S BAT MITZVAH)
APRIL 2014
OCTOBER 2015
4/5/2014 KAHN (CARLEY’S BAT MITZVAH)
10/10/2015 MARZOUK (BEN’S AND NOAH’S BAR MITZVAH)
4/10/2014 SOFER (ISAAC’S BAR MITZVAH)
4/12/2014 SOFER (ISAAC’S BAR MITZVAH-HASHKAMAH MINSEPTEMBER 2016
YAN )
9/24/2016 NEUMANN (JACOB’ S BAR MITZVAH)
4/12/2014 GROSS (SAMMY'S BAR MITZVAH)
SEPTEMBER 2014
9/6/2014 LAST (SAMUEL’S BAR MITZVAH)
9/13/2014 FLAUMENHAFT (JASON'S BAR MITZVAH)

NOVEMBER 2016
11/12/2016 NEUMAN (SARAH’S BAT MITZVAH)

Dear Shul Friends,
I would like to thank all of those who called, cooked for my family, visited, ran errands for
me and supported me during my recovery period.
This fall and early winter was a very difficult time for me and my family. I don't know what
I would have done if it wasn't for my YIP family. I want to thank you a million times because I am truly blessed to be part of this community.
May the future that we share together be filled with lots and lots of simchas!!
Sherri Malc

The Board of Trustees and a vote of
the Membership, in keeping with current
law governing minors and drinking,
adopted the following Shul policy:
It is the policy of the Shul that there
be no consumption of alcohol by anyone
under 21 years of age on synagogue
premises or at synagogue events.
Your support in maintaining this policy is appreciated.

To reserve, remove or correct a date on the Shul calendar,
please contact Office Manager, Rita Rubin by e-mail at
“officemanager@yiplainview.com,” or at 516-433-4811 extension 100.
No food may be brought into the Shul by anyone for any purpose or event without the knowledge and approval of Abe Alper.
All kiddushes must be paid in full, one week in advance except
for a bris or a baby naming.
If you are making a meat kiddush, you must be available to
receive deliveries of food and equipment. Speak to Abe Alper
for details.
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L IF E C YCLE A NNOUNCEMENTS
Parents, Deena and Daniel Lubelski, and grandparents, Perli and Yaacov Lubelski, on the birth
Parents, Lisa and Yonah Feldman, and grandpar- of a boy
ents, Deborah and Barry Helprin, on the birth of
Norma and Larry Hill on Rachel’s marriage to
Ella Sophia (Esther Freyda)
Tzvi Goder
Grandparents, Alvin and Judy Smilow, and parGrandparents, Ilene and Jeff Feldstein, and parents, Josh and Miriam, on the birth of a son
ents, Adam and Adina, on the birth of a girl
Grandparents, Sandi and Howie Nayberg, and
Meryl and Bob Fried on the engagement of David
parents, Racheli and Yedidya Hirschhorn, on the
to Molly Katancik daughter of Susan Tucker of
birth of a boy
New Jersey, and Jim Katancik of Oregon
Malka & Gershon Allweiss, siblings Ashi, MiriGrandfather, Sheldon Schreiner, and parents, Hilam and Moshe, grandparents Rabbi Nathan & Dilel and Zahava Schreiner on the birth of a boy
na Allweiss and Irwin & Natalie Zucker, and the
Gelb family on the marriage of Shani to Yaakov YIP dinner honorees, Shelly and Gary Katz, and
Elaine and Gerry Gross
Gelb

Mazel Tov to

Dorothy and Arthur Ritholtz on the birth of a
great-grandson

Condolences

David Moskowitz on the loss of his mother NaoSusan and Milton Spector on the birth of a great- mi Moskowitz, Nechama bat David
grandson
Jeff Feldstein and Billy Last on the loss of their
Ellen and Barry Zimmerman on the Bar Mitzvah mother, Florence Feldstein
of Matthew
Joel Schwitzer on the loss of his mother, Tema
Allen and Sally Neuhaus on the engagement of Schwitzer
David to Tali Zilberman, daughter of Henry and
Alan Fromm on the loss of his father Mordechai
Susan Zilberman of New York
Ben Asher Zelig
Grandfather, Sheldon Schreiner on the birth of a
Sheran Kohn on the loss of her brother David
daughter to Aviva and Daniel Haymann
Rush
Rima and Michael Zalmonovich on the birth of a
Madelyn Abergel on the loss of her mother Ruth
girl
Weinman
Ronnie and Jeff Eisman, siblings Kenny and
Sheryl Hecht on the loss of her mother
Shelley, and uncle and aunt, Robby and Ariane
on the engagement of Michael to Elana Gold May the Omnipresent console you among the
mourners of Zion and Jerusalem
daughter of Alan and Miriam Gold
Aileen and Ben Kirschenhaum on the birth of a
boy to Josh and Shanee
Liz and David Vilkas on the Bar Mitzvah of Josh
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Advertising

CHALLENGE YOUR PROPERTY TAX

Math Tutor
Tutor
Math
Grades 44 –– 10
10
Grades
Linda Hoberman
Hoberman
Linda
576-1683
576-1683

ASSESSMENT
AND SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
Call Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc.
Michael Schussheim 516-692-3985
(cousin of Marty & Miriam Fisher)
Member, Young Israel of Woodmere
No risk, outstanding success rate
Over 30 YIP families to date

Licensed Notary
Allan Hoberman
576-1683

YIP YAHRZEIT BOARD
To place an order for a yahrzeit plaque or for additional information, please contact
David Guterman.
gutermanad@optonline.net
MANY THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR DONATION OF
SERVICES AND/OR TIME:
STUART HOROWITZ PROOFREADING
JOE MEISNER PRINTING
RITA RUBIN MAILING

New Family Welcome Bag
Please patronize the following sponsors of the New Family
Welcome Bag.
Hunkis - 15% off coupon
Kosher Food Emporium - Shabbos Special
Pearls - challah and challah Roll
If anyone has anything that they would like to add to the
bag (a coupon, advertisement, give away, etc), please contact
Jen Hoch at
thehochfamily@verizon.net.

Stamp

Young Israel of Plainview
132 Southern Parkway
Plainview, NY 11803

